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George and his pet dragon, Sparky, return for another adventure in
this e-book edition of a funny new picture book from the author of
Aliens Love Underpants. Open Day at the fire station turns into chaos
when George takes Sparky. But when a call comes in for a real
emergency Sparky is able to save the day - and a scared cat from a
tree!
Elephants driving diggers? Gorillas on scooters? A shark in the bath?
A kangaroo ... on the loo? Join in with the fun as an array of
improbable creatures tries to be helpful (with hilarious consequences)
in this laugh-out-loud picture book. The brilliant follow-up to the
bestselling You Can't Take an Elephant on the Bus. This eBook comes
with a glorious audio accompaniment, read by CBeebies star Justin
Fletcher.
Invites young children to practice calling 911 on a telephone keypad
as they react to accidents, fires, and other emergencies. On board
pages.
In this urgent, authoritative book, Bill Gates sets out a wideranging, practical - and accessible - plan for how the world can get
to zero greenhouse gas emissions in time to avoid a climate
catastrophe. Bill Gates has spent a decade investigating the causes
and effects of climate change. With the help of experts in the fields
of physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, political science, and
finance, he has focused on what must be done in order to stop the
planet's slide toward certain environmental disaster. In this book, he
not only explains why we need to work toward net-zero emissions of
greenhouse gases, but also details what we need to do to achieve this
profoundly important goal. He gives us a clear-eyed description of the
challenges we face. Drawing on his understanding of innovation and
what it takes to get new ideas into the market, he describes the areas
in which technology is already helping to reduce emissions, where and
how the current technology can be made to function more effectively,
where breakthrough technologies are needed, and who is working on
these essential innovations. Finally, he lays out a concrete,
practical plan for achieving the goal of zero emissions-suggesting not
only policies that governments should adopt, but what we as
individuals can do to keep our government, our employers, and
ourselves accountable in this crucial enterprise. As Bill Gates makes
clear, achieving zero emissions will not be simple or easy to do, but
if we follow the plan he sets out here, it is a goal firmly within our
reach.
You Can't Call an Elephant in an Emergency
You Can't Let an Elephant Drive a Digger
101 AWESOME FIRE TRUCKS! A Picture Book
How to Avoid a Climate Disaster

Note: Noisy books are light activated; please make sure the lighting
is sufficient for this book. Wooh! Whoo! Here comes the fire engine.
"Noisy Fire Engine Peekaboo!" is perfect for curious toddlers who
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love fire trucks and emergency vehicles. Lift the flaps to get the fire
trucks ready for action! Hear a siren, fire-alarm, engine, helicopter,
and more when exploring this colorful book. The Noisy Peekaboo
series encourages learning and play, as young readers lift big flaps
and set off five amazing, light-activated sounds. Lively text from
farm animals and diggers to baby's day, these preschool books
cover appealing first subjects and encourage hands-on preschool
play while building fine motor skills and confident book skills. The
five inviting, double-page spreads each have an intriguing flap that
will have little ones joining in, finding the peekaboo surprise, and
making the funny noise. Clear photographs, colorful artworks, and
lots of friendly learning make these noisy, lift-the-flap books great
fun.
A day in the life of a fire engine is full of fun and adventure!
Discover what it takes for a fire engine to get ready for the day.
Your toddler will get an insight into what it’s like to be a firefighter.
Climb aboard the fire truck and spend the day with your furry
dalmatian companion. Children of all ages embark on an exciting
adventure as they ride fire engines with lights flashing and sirens
blazing. This book is the perfect gift for future firefighters
everywhere, for birthdays, baby showers, housewarming and going
away parties. With the Good Night Our World series, toddlers and
preschool-age kids can build listening and memory skills by
identifying famous landmarks and the distinct character of real
places. Perfect for bedtime or naptime, reading simple, soothing
phrases to your infant, toddler or preschooler will help them fall
gently to sleep. Our readers love that their child will pick a favorite
portion of the story to read along with you, and on top of that,
these classic board books were built to last! Made from thick
paperboard construction, it was designed with your kids in mind.
Introduce stories of exploration to your little one using colorful
illustrations and distinct vocabulary with Good Night Books, and be
sure to look through our entire line of kids picture books about
other vehicles like race cars, planes, dump trucks, and many more!
Surprise your future firefighter today with Good Night Fire Engine!
Follow Panda and his fire fighter crew as they respond to various
emergencies. They rescue a sheep that had been trapped in a
fence, put out a small fire in a waste bin, then tackle a forest fire.
With sturdy pages and colourful working wheels, this book feels like
a toy which babies can play with as well as following the story.
Illustrations: Full colour throughout
A rhythmic, read-aloud picture book. Perfect for little dinosaur fans!
Mighty Tyrannosaurus loved stomp, stomp, stomping. Gigantic legs
striding, enormous jaws opening... So stomp, Tyrannosaurus,
stomp! Meet a different dinosaur on each page, in this bright, bold
picture book. Just right for sharing together. Little ones will love
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looking at the colourful pictures and joining in with all the great
sound and action words! From the creators of the bestselling Dig
Dig Digging series.
Rescue
Emergency Questions
The Solutions We Have and the Breakthroughs We Need
Dig Dig Digging
Amber the Ambulance
Bold lions roaring, wrinkly elephants mud-wallowing, and stripy zebras fast-galloping
are just a few of the wild animals captured in the rollicking rhymes of this enchanting
picture book.
Discover how ambulances, fire engines, police cars, bikes and helicopters work and
what they do. Action-packed photographs and text reveal fascinating detail and facts.
Simple, easy-to-understand text combines with spectacular photography to provide an
exciting first introduction to emergency vehicles. What does a tow truck do? How does
an ambulance work? When do we use firetrains? My Little Book of Emergency Vehicles
answers all of these questions and many more. See hard-working vehicles in action
and also learn about unusual rescue vehicles such as amphibious trucks and
firefighting aircraft. Perfect for reluctant readers, this book will hold the interest of young
children and encourage them to find out more about these impressive vehicles and the
amazing jobs they do.
Emergency workers play a vital role in rescuing people and saving lives. Find out about
their training and the lifesaving equipment they use.
Come on a fantastic adventure to the moon and deep into space! This exciting book is
full of amazing astronauts and super space vehicles. Discover a different vehicle on
each page, from rockets and moon buggies, to robot rovers, satellites and more. With
bright, bold illustrations and fun, rhyming text, this is perfect for sharing and reading
aloud. Little ones will love spotting all the details on each page and joining in with the
lively text; as rockets 'zoom' and satellites 'whizz!' From the creators of the bestselling
Dig Dig Digging.
My Little Book Of... Emergency Vehicles
Fire and Rescue Authority Operational Guidance
Wage Increase Case. Operating (train and Engine Service) Railway Labor
Organizations, Vs. Designated Railroads
Emergency Kittens!
Look Inside Things That Go (NEW)

Got a problem? Having a tough day? Maybe you need . . . EMERGENCY
KITTENS!!!!! Who needs boring ol' superheroes who leap giant buildings and run
faster than locomotives when your day can be saved by the cuddly, super-cute, fullon feline charm of Mimi, Twee-Twee, and Adorbs, aka EMERGENCY KITTENS!!!
Meet the EMERGENCY KITTENS, a trio of furry, gentle superheroes who come to
the rescue with their incredible cuteness when the going gets tough. When bullies
steal Sheldon's ball in the playground, a pack of your usual, everyday, human caped
crusaders leaps to the rescue. But when their showy feats of strength and agility fail
to impress, some real heroes step in to save the day: EMERGENCY KITTENS!!!
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With their unending cuteness and unforgivably adorable purrs, this mighty trio of
fluffy goodness turns any sticky situation into one of pure cuddles. Pages of silly,
good-natured giggles await any kid who loves superheroes, cats, or really funny readalouds. And parents and teachers will like the gentle way this story subtly teaches
that kindness and cuddles can often solve a problem that strength and muscle
cannot. And reviewers love the EMERGENCY KITTENS! "These kitties will win
hearts with a glossy-eyed glance."—Kirkus "radiant preciousness. . . . Even hardened
skeptics will fall to helpless babbling at each glimpse of the fuzzy felines gamboling
through Mottram’s bright suburban scenes."—Booklist "A winning, child-pleasing
combo: superheroes and fuzzy kittens. In this Batman-meets-Fluffy tale of rescue,
the Emergency Kittens bound off the page and come out victorious."—BookPage
Fully up to date with recent research and practice, including the most recent AHA
guidelines, this model resource for the practising emergency medicine resident
allows for a case-based interactive approach to studying for the Oral Boards
examination, while also providing an excellent introduction to the field. Featuring
126 cases derived from the Model of Clinical Practice of Emergency Medicine, with
an emphasis on EKGs, CT scans, X-rays and ultrasounds, it now includes diagnoses
such as nursemaid's elbow, multiple sepsis cases, the suicidal patient, and Cushing's
syndrome, as well as a chapter on the scoring of Oral Boards. Practising alone or
with a partner, the reader can review critical actions and key clinical pearls for each
case. The appendices contain high-yield information on subjects emphasised in the
Oral Boards examination, such as pediatric, cardiovascular, traumatic, and
toxicological disorders. This book truly allows the reader to feel actively immersed
in the case.
Children can learn about emergency and rescue vehicles and their operators in this
pop-up book.
Features an appealing toddler and his first experiences.
Boo Barney
What to Do in an Emergency
It's Time to Call 911
18 Rescue Sounds
Fire Engine No. 9
Emergency! Emergency! This charming board book puts young readers behind
the wheel of the most recognizable rescue vehicles including fire engines, police
cars and police motorcycles, ambulances, swat trucks, park ranger and all terrain
vehicles, surveillance command vehicle, airport rescue, coast guard rescue ships,
hazardous materials and bomb disposal vehicle, medical evacuation,vehicles and
more. This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our World series, which
includes hundreds of titles exploring iconic locations and exciting, child-friendly
themes. Little ones will zoom into action as they ride down city streets and
mountain roads with all there favorite rescue heroes.
The fastest police cars . . . Mammoth fire trucks . . . Firefighting helicopters . . . A
thrilling large format book packed with full-colour illustrations and information
about emergency vehicles from around the world. The size, style and power of
these vehicles make for an exciting reading experience!
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An elephant firefighter? A traffic cop sloth? A paramedic chimpanzee? What a
catastrophe! In case of emergency, you'd do best to avoid ALL of these creatures.
Find out why in this hilarious picture book filled with the most unlikely rescue
attempts. The brilliant new book from the creators of the bestselling You Can't
Take an Elephant on the Bus and You Can't Let an Elephant Drive a Digger. It's
bursting with all sorts of emergency vehicles and crazy creatures. Nee-nar! Neenar! A special edition where the words and pictures take you on a journey far
beyond the page. This audio-enabled eBook comes with a gorgeous reading by
Sam Newton, along with music and sound effects.
• Get ready for a busy day in Playtown! The people of Playtown are out and about
at the shops, the park, the airport and more in this highly detailed lift-the-flap
board book• Each of the busy scenes is packed with people to meet and things to
look for and find, as well as lots of flaps to lift - over 70 in total - which reveal fun
cross-sections from the scenes above• A big and busy book full of familiar things
to help children learn more about the world around them• With easy-to-turn,
tabbed pages
Good Night Fire Engines
Stomp, Dinosaur, Stomp!
Awesome Engines: Big Digger ABC
Emergency Vehicles
George's Dragon at the Fire Station

This handbook provides practical, accessible guidelines on a
huge range of situations that present to the emergency
department. Deliberately precise and prescriptive, it gives
up-to-date step-by-step advice on presentation,
investigation, diagnosis, emergency treatment and further
referral for adult and paediatric patients.
Young children will love to explore all the different
textures - from squashy life-jackets to the shiny fire hose
- in this bright, lively board book packed with busy rescue
vehicles: fire engine, police car, ambulance, lifeboat and
breakdown truck.
Emergency!Orchard (NY)
All the favourites are here in this bright, bold picture
book for machine-mad little ones - from diggers and
tractors, to cranes, bulldozers and more! With fun, rhyming
text and vibrant artwork, this is perfect for sharing and
reading aloud. Children will love spotting all the details
on each page and joining in with all the different sounds;
as tractors 'squelch' through the mud and dumper trucks go
'crash!'. Part of the best-selling Awesome Engines range.
Ambulance, Ambulance!
Noisy Fire Engine Peekaboo!
ROAR!
Good Night Rescue Vehicles
Zoom, Rocket, Zoom!
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A reassuring, read-aloud exploration of the work of paramedics
and ambulance crews. There's been a crash and the crew at the
ambulance station jumps into action. Nee nar nee nar. They
respond to the emergency call, attend to the injuries of a young
boy who has fallen off his bike and then take him to the
hospital for treatment.
Every young fan of whizzy wheels will love bringing emergency
vehicles to life - from shiny fire engines to speedy
helicopters. Push the buttons in this noisy light-up book to
turn on the flashing lights and listen to emergency teams BEEP,
WHIZZ and WHIRR their way to the rescue! SOUNDS! LIGHTS! ACTION!
Real Fire Trucks!! Take a look at fire trucks from around the
world! See the amazing colors and designs of fire engines and
ladder trucks from different countries. Look at the fantastic
things that firefighters use each day to protect their
communities! This wonderful picture book contains 101 different
fire trucks, rescue trucks, fire engines, and more! This is a
wonderful gift for the child that loves fire trucks and
emergency vehicles. How many of them are similar to your local
fire department? See a variety of colors and equipment from fire
departments and fire brigades in different countries. There are
so many colors! There are tons of crazy looking vehicles! You
can see them all in your very own fire truck picture book.
Lift the flaps and look inside to learn all about amazing
emergency vehicles! Look inside an ambulance, police car, fire
engine, rescue helicopter, lifeboat, and more to discover their
inner workings. With more than forty flaps to lift, Stephen
Biesty’s award-winning and best-selling artwork brings these
rescue vehicles to life in a whole new way.
1001 conversation-savers for any situation
Emergency!
Emergency Rescue
Pop-Up Emergency Vehicles
Emergency Vehicles (Sound Book)
It's all go in this action-packed picture book. Discover a different vehicle on each page,
from trains and buses, to racing cars, bikes, and even a hot air balloon! With bright,
bold illustrations and lively, rhyming text this is perfect for sharing with your vehiclemad little ones. Children will love spotting all the details on each page, and joining in
with all the different sounds; as trains 'clickety clack', buses 'bruum' and planes go
'whirrr'. Part of the best-selling Awesome Engines range.
This guidance will provide support for the fire and rescue services in the resolution of
incidents involving breathing apparatus. This supersedes Technical Bulletin 1/1997
Breathing Apparatus Command and Control Procedures ISBNs: 9780113411627,
9780113412228, 9780113412624 and the consolidated edition ISBN 9780113412631. Fire
and rescue service personnel operate in a dynamic and sometimes hazardous
environment. The activities covered include incidents involving fire, water, height, road
traffic collisions, chemicals, biological hazards, radiation and acts of terrorism.
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Operational guidance provides a consistency of approach and forms the basis for
common operational practices.
There are lots of ways machines can be cool. They can be the biggest, the smallest, the
tallest, the longest and even the noisiest. Machine mad kids will love pouring over the
details of the ten awesome machines in each book. Fantastic Five stat panels give the
scoop on what makes these machines tick and key design features are highlighted to
help you earn something new about your favourite diggers, tractors, trucks ad
emergency vehicles. Perfect for readers who can't get enough of books about
machines, but who have outgrown the simple picture books aimed at a much younger
level. Those who are beginning to read by themselves will find the text fun to read and
accessible. For children aged 5+
Meet Hannah the Helicopter, Paul the Police Car, Amber the Ambulance and Finn the
Fire Engine in these engaging cased board books. Each character faces an emergency
situation and shows exactly what to do. The final spread shows children what they need
to do in an emergency situation and how to call emergency services.
Transcript of Proceedings of the National Railway Labor Panel Emergency Board. New
York, N.Y., 1943
Race to the Rescue
Choo Choo Clickety-Clack!
Emergency Medicine Oral Board Review Illustrated
Felix the Fire Engine

From the creators of the bestselling Dig Dig Digging comes the ultimate book of
things that go! This bright and busy picture book is packed with all the vehicles
little ones love, from diggers and fire engines to spaceships and underwater robots.
Margaret Mayo's lively, rhythmic text is perfect for reading aloud, while Alex
Ayliffe's bold and colourful illustrations bring each mega machine to life in glorious
detail. With one vehicle for every letter from A to Z, this is an exciting introduction
to the alphabet and the perfect picture book for machine-mad little ones.
THE FUNNIEST BOOK OF THE YEAR. GUARANTEED TO TURN AN
AWKWARD SILENCE INTO AN AWKWARD CONVERSATION. Now updated
with new answers from: David Mitchell, Sara Pascoe, Charlie Brooker and Stephen
Fry, among others! 'Ridiculously funny and (unexpectedly) genuinely useful'
ADAM KAY 'A perfect way to pretend you're interested in people you're not that
interested in' KATHY BURKE 'Most of this book is pointless filth, all of it is
hilarious, and my answer to question 715(a) is "Yes thank you and it was very
tasty"' DAWN FRENCH If you had to wear somebody's guts for garters - if you
had to - who would you disembowel in order to facilitate your socks staying up?
What do you consider your median achievement? Would you rather have pubic hair
made of unremovable barbed wire or to be attacked by a rabid badger in your sleep
once a week? We've all been there. Stuck at a boring family party, on an awkward
date, in a below-par job interview, or any number of other situations in which
conversation has become more of a trickle than a flow. Well, fear the excruciation
no more, as Richard Herring's EMERGENCY QUESTIONS is about to change
your life. Containing 1,001 conversation starters from one of our most cherished
comedians, along with plenty of answers from the many household names who've
appeared on his podcast, this book is virtually guaranteed to remove any social
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anxiety from your life, and will raise your repartee-game to new heights. 'Of all the
clever people I know, Richard is the stupidest. And of all the stupid people I know,
Richard is the cleverest. That's why this is such a brilliant book for everyone'
RICHARD OSMAN 'Perhaps if Michael Parkinson had asked Mohammad Ali if
he'd ever seen a Bigfoot he might be remembered as a great interviewer. Instead it
is Richard Herring who has perfected the art of creating funny, interesting and
offensive questions that will supercharge even the dullest encounter' ADAM
BUXTON 'Richard Herring bullied me into claiming this book, which I haven't yet
read, is brilliant' CHARLIE BROOKER
With 18 cool vehicle sounds, including an amazing song, this fantastic book is an
action-packed adventure. Press the sound buttons to hear Police Car, Ambulance,
Fire Engine, and lots of noisy rescue boats, trucks and bikes. A rhyming story and
awesome artwork make this the perfect book for noisy vehicle fun.
Told almost entirely in sound words, this day-in-the-life look at firefighters and
their fire truck will appeal to the youngest vehicle enthusiasts and to parents with a
penchant for exuberant read-aloud sessions. With art reminiscent of Donald
Crews’s transportation books, Mike Austin evokes the excitement of a 911 call as we
follow firefighters sliding down the fire pole, racing through town, and up the
ladder truck. Includes fire safety tips from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency.
Cool Machines: Ten Fire Engines and Emergency Vehicles
Baby's Very First Fire Engine Book BB
Playtown
Flashing Fire Engines
An A to Z of things that go!
It's busy in the building site, with bulldozers, cranes, tip-up trucks and cement
mixers all at work! Dive into the world of diggers and trucks with this fantastic
picture book brimming with busy bright photos, accessible read out loud text and
playful rhymes. These books offer a unique combination of photographic realism
and story telling, perfect for children and adults to share and explore together.
The books also feature an info-vocab page so the eager reader can enjoy
learning and naming the vehicle parts.
Lift the flaps to explore all sorts of exciting vehicles - bulldozers rumbling around
building sites, fire engines rushing to emergencies, and jumbo jets soaring into
the skies. With fascinating facts about every vehicle, from speed machines to
giant trucks, emergency vehicles, tractors, and planes all geared to delight
inquiring minds. The colorful scenes are covered with flaps, each packed with
even more detail to entertain young readers.
Flashing Fire Engines follows the animal crew as they become fire fighters. Climb
on board the fire truck, ride along, and learn how to put out fires to save the day!
Every page of this chunky board book is full of the kind of detail that machinemad toddlers love: the fireman's pole, the siren, the long ladder, and much more!
From airplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines
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series is the perfect way for children to learn about all sorts of vehicles! Each
book introduces a new vehicle and the many jobs it can do. Bright, engaging
artwork and simple, rhyming text combine to make these fantastic books for
young children. Kids will love getting to know the friendly, animal characters who
feature throughout the series and reading about their fast-paced adventures!
A Picture Book of FIRE TRUCKS from Around the World and Through
History101! Fire Engines, Ladder Trucks, Rescue Trucks, and MORE!
Digger's Busy Day
Oxford Handbook of Emergency Medicine
Breathing Apparatus
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